ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
An i n p M invene p b i e m in image processing is the problem of estimating urderlying Scenes from b i m d and misy otserved images. In general, this is an ill-posed problem and techniques k e d on regularization &ory h e been favored for its solution l h e mostcommonregularizafionapproachis~khomvregulariza-tion [14]. Such mhds lead b compledonally sIraighffoward opimization problem, bul they may suppss useful feahms in he resultingimagery, stxharedges. Recently, considerable effom h v e teenspentindesigning alemative techniques whichpsewe Lnundades between regions, while p f o n n i n g the regularization [16.51. Ouriroerestis 
where (x, y ) demtes he coordinates in R ', and n is white Gaursianmise. Wthasetistical maximumapsteriori (MAF)estimation penpective. I k second and the Wrd term in (1) are related m the pior pbabiliy demiiy functions on f and erested in solving is
6.
'he observation model for the debluring p b l e m we a~ i n lhis is the objective function we will minimize he region oubide the c w e (R c), and the discrete IaMce overlaid with the c w e .
MINIMIZATION OF THE E " D E D

MUMFOIU-SHAH
In this section we present a discrete implememtion m mirdmize I k exteded Mdord-Shah functional of (4). Ret the discrete version of he obewation model (3) is given by
where f and g are real-valuedvecmn comisting of a lexicognphic ordering of pixels in he underlying and the observed images respectively, H is the bluning mahix, and n is white Gawian mise. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Vk psenlexperimentd resulb onasynktic image of 126 x 121 pixels ad a real image of an aircraft of 480 x 270 pixels. W consider a p b l e m involving he resbmion and segmemtion of images dismrted by a spatially invariant horizonkl motion blur. lke distomed dan are obaimd by applying a 25-pixel horizonral moton blur tD me origiral imge followed by addition of white Gaussian noise, where he resulting signal to mise mho (SNR) 16 .1 dB for he rynhetic image and 13.2 dB f o r k aircraft image.
' is Note bat resmration resulb similar b Figure 2 (e) can also be owned by oher edge-pererring regularidation mehds. However, as cksc~bedinSection3, owmehdalsoprovides anexplicil segmemtionhugh is cuve evolubon-ked smchire, which we 
CONCLUSIONS
Vk h e pesenkdamvel kchrique formbustresbrationadsegmemion of images by combining and exhending ideas from vari. &onal mehck for e$e-peeserving regularidon and the theoty of cuve evolution Inpdcular, we have derivedacuve evolution formulamminimizeavariarPofmeMumford-SMf~tional. which incotpontes a m d e l of the observadonpcessandanexplicitrep resemion of t h e region burrhies dunugh an active contour. W have presemd resul6 demomuating I h effectiveness of our medmd in restoring and segmeniing syntktic and real images.
Cur cmniwork involves exemions and applicatiom of our tech "que b o k r inverse problems such as compled bmogqhy.
